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CITRUS TRISTEZA VIRUS IN THE SOUTH AMERICAN REGION: 

ABOUT ITS GENETIC DIVERSITY AND EVOLUTION
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Bar-Joseph et al., 1989; Gottwald et al., 1998, 2002; Durán-Vila & Moreno, 
2000; Garnsey et al.,2000; Timmer et al., 2000; Davino et al., 2003

´ The most destructive 
epidemics: 
´ Argentina (1930) 
´ Brazil (1937) 
´ California (1939) 
´ Florida (1951)
´ Spain (1957)
´ Israel (1970)
´ Venezuela (1980).

´ Important outbreaks: 
´ Chipre (1989)
´ Cuba (1992)
´ Mexico (1995)
´ Dominican Republic (1996) 
´ Italy (2002) 

´ More than a 100 million trees were devastated. 20 million of 
them were located in the south of the South American 
continent (Rocha-Peña et al., 1995; Moreno et al., 2008). 



Nowadays…

PQR-EPPO database on quarantine pests. http://www.eppo.int



The vector
As an aphid-borne virus transmitted in a semi-persistent manner, CTV is

mainly transmitted by vector species from the genera Toxoptera and

Aphis which locally spread the virus within a given citrus producing area.

Toxoptera citricida

Aphis gossypii

T. aurantii

A. spiraecola



´ Natural CTV hosts essentially include species of the genera Citrus and Fortunella.
´ Depending on the virus strains and on the species or scion–rootstock 

combinations, CTV may cause two distinct syndromes:
´ quick decline 
´ stem pitting

About the disease

Moreno et al., 2008



´ Cross-protection is a phenomenon in which a pre-existing viral infection prevents a
secondary infection with the same or closely related virus.

Control strategies

Folimonova et al., 2013

´ “…sustained protection against a severe isolate of a particular CTV genotype can 
be achieved only by using mild isolates of the same genotype.” 

´ Basically 2 goals to develop an effective cross-protection system:
´ Identify the genotype of the severe isolate that needs to be controlled. 
´ Then a mild isolate of that same genotype needs to be found. 

RECIPE FOR CROSS-PROTECTION BY CTV



Citrus tristeza virus

´ Genus Closterovirus, family Closteroviridae.
´ The CTV genome is a single-stranded positive sense RNA molecule of

approximately 19.3 kb in length containing 12 open reading frames that encodes
for at least 19 protein products.

´ p25 is a multifunctional protein involved in the suppression of intercellular RNA
silencing and also works as a capsid protein covering the 95% of the virus
genome.

Replication module
Virion assembly and cell-to-cell 

movement module

Ruiz-Ruiz, 2009



´ Like most RNA viruses, CTV exists in nature as a mixture of genetic variants that
coexist in the same plant displaying high levels of genetic and phenotypic
diversity.

´ Evolutionary rates:
´ Complete genome: 6,67x10-5 s/s/y (Harper, 2013)

´ p20: 1,45x10-4 s/s/y (Davino et al. 2013)

´ p25: 1,58x10-4 s/s/y (Silva et al. 2012)

´ Mechanisms of evolution: Mutation and recombination.



Harper, 2013

CTV typing system: complete genomes

´ Until sequence Taiwan-Pum/M/T5

´ HA 16-5 could be a new genotype…

´ Six different genotypes:
´ VT
´ T68
´ T3

´ T30
´ T36
´ RB



P25 gene

NC genotype highlighted 
in light blue.

´ Intra-genotype nucleotide
identities higher than
98.7% for p25 gene
between strains.



CTV typing system: complete genomes

DQ151548: Asian VT
KC517494: Western VT
AF260651: T30
KC525952: T3
GQ454870: NC
JX266713: NC
JQ965169: T68
U16304: T36
FJ525433: RB

Reference sequences:



…Or which are the circulating genotypes in SA?



´ The objectives: I) to determine the percentage of CTV isolates reactive to the MCA13 antibody
in each Colombian region evaluated and II) to analyse the genetic diversity of isolates from
these regions.

´ In almost all the regions evaluated, CTV MCA13 reactive isolates were identified; however,
only one was found in Mompox area. The coat protein gene was amplified by RT-PCR and
analysed by SSCP patterns.

´ Non reactive strains to MAC13 from the Mompox region could be the best candidates for a
Tristeza disease cross-protection program.



´ Severe stem pitting isolates of the Citrus tristeza virus (SP-CTV) were
introduced into Peru in the 1950s with the known importations of satsuma
mandarin budwood from Japan.

´ A search was initiated in the mid 1980s for productive surviving trees. In
addition, other sources containing attenuated cross-protective isolates
derived by vector passage of CTV through Passiflora were imported from
California.



´ This study performed a complete biological, serological and molecular 
characterization of one hundred CTV isolates obtained from different hosts and 
geographical origins. 

´ Based on Multiple Molecular Markers approach.

´ Most isolates present in the central area were considered mild (MCA-13-negative), 
while in the northern area almost all the isolates were MCA13-positive and had 
nucleotide sequences associated with the VT genotype.



´ Genetic diversity was determined by sequencing the virus coat protein (CP) gene. 

´ Recombination analyses of the CP gene also allowed to identify recombinant genomes.

´ Analysis of CP sequences indicated intra- and inter- specific diversity of the CTV complex. 

´ They found genotypes T3, VT and NC/HA16-5. No evidence of T30, T36 or RB genotypes.



´ 29 lemon trees of
five commonly
planted lemon
cultivars from this
area using direct
Sanger and NGS
of amplicons
derived from the
CTV p33 gene.





Total samples: 1175.

´ Pathogens analysed:
´ CTV

´ CPsV

´ SDV

´ HSVd

´ CEVd

´ CVd-III

´ CVd-IV

´ CBLVd

FPTA-310 Project (2014-2017)

´ CTV prevalence: 93%.

´ Pathogen-free samples: 6%



FPTA-310 Project (2014-2017)

Maximum	Likelihood	 phylogenetic	 tree	under	HKY	substitution	
model.	Branch	support	 with	aLRT algorithm.

416	sequences	encompassing	
555	bp of	p25	gene.



Maximum

Credibility

Clade Tree



´ Evolution rate: 1.19 × 10−3 s/s/y 

(95% HPD, 1.72 × 10−3 – 7.1 × 10−4 s/s/y).

´ tMRCA: 

1977





´ Sub isolates obtained by Single-Aphid Transmission (SAT).

SNH-A isolate

SNH-sA

SNH-sA

SNH-sA



´ SNH-9-sA: 3DF1+3CA5 and 
MCA13 positive after SAT.

´ p20 and p25 amplification.

´ To confirm RB-genotype: bark-
inoculation in P. trifoliata
seedlings

´ SNH-9-sA: 3DF1+3CA5 and 
MCA13 positive after SAT.

´ p20 and p25 amplification.



´ CTV has a high genetic diversity, and it’s continuously evolving. The appearance
of new genotypes it’s a possibility so it’s of great importance to continue with
epidemiological vigilance.

Final considerations

´ A consensus genotyping system for CTV it’s important for the scientific community 
to be on the same page.
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